Tell Me More—Barn Elms
by Graham Christian
“Barn Elms” was first published by the Playford firm in 1710, and was among the first dances reconstructed
by Bernard Bentley, appearing in the first Fallibroome collection of 1962. It features one of those distinctive,
liquid “English hornpipes”—“Kill Him With Kindness,” “The Salutation,” and “News from Tripoly” are more
splendid examples of the type—that one wishes were by Henry Purcell, but are not; another anonymous musical
masterpiece-in-miniature of the period, it moves effortlessly, in a pleasing rhythm, from G minor to the related
B-flat major and back. It is not hard to guess, in 1710, the point of reference. When the dance was new, everyone
would have recognized Barn Elms as the site of the home of Jacob Tonson, the great publisher of John Dryden
and John Milton, and the genial host of the Kit-Cat Club. The Club, named for the excellent mutton pies made by
the London cook Christopher (“Kit”) Cat, numbered among its members dramatist William Congreve, architect
Sir John Vanbrugh, and John Churchill, soon to be the first Duke of Marlborough, and exerted immense influence
on contemporary politics, moving the Whig party closer and closer to positions of power. By 1703, however, the
Club had outgrown its favorite watering hole, the Fountain Tavern, and Tonson built a special room for it at Barn
Elms. Barn Elms had some other claims on the attention of London’s dancing public, however; since at least the
1660s, the spot had been popular for picnics, impromptu dancing, music-making, and even duels. The most noted
and popular poet of the later seventeenth-century, Abraham Cowley, retreated to Barn Elms, where the young
poet Katherine Phillips, known as “Orinda,” visited him, and wrote a poem about the carving of her initials into
one of the local trees, whether by Cowley or some other well-meaning gallant, she did not say. She professed
dismay at the violence done, even in her name, but drew this lesson: “Trees are more generous than Men;/Who, by
a Nobleness so pure,/Can first oblige, and then endure.” And, for us, the fine dance and elegant tune of Barn Elms
have outlasted Orinda, Cowley, Tonson, and the elms themselves.
Barn Elms (The Dancing Master, volume 2, 1st edition 1710)
Formation: Duple minor longways
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1st and 2nd Couples hands four L halfway round and 1st Couple cast up;
Repeat A1;
1st and 2nd Men figure eight through the two Women,
Hey four changes, neighbours facing to start;
1st and 2nd Women figure eight through the two Men,
All lead neighbors out to walls (3) and back (3), then 1st Couple cast as 2nd Couple move up.

Dance and tune notation from The Fallibroome Collection, edited by Bernard Bentley (2010 edition edited by Nicolas M. Broadbridge,
published by the English Dance and Song Society; used with permission); book available from the CDSS Store or from EFDSS.
"Tell Me More,” a look at English country dance titles, is a regular feature of the News; for earlier columns, see www.cdss.org/newsletterarchives.html.
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